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Is Derek Elijah/David 
 
29-Sep-07 
A discourse to the moderator and monitor of the DSDA, E-mail forum, 
Walt,  
     You asked the mustard seed to give a yes or no “short” answer to your query, “does Derek 
claim to be Elijah?”.  I replied as follows:   

“I do not give quick answers to E-mails, I give thorough answers.  That way I avoid all 
confusion and misunderstandings.  Have you been reading the E-mails?”: 

     Next you issued the following reply: 
“Hi Derek, You don't have to answer ‘quick’ (quickly), but can take as long as you like to answer.  
Yet, if you do not think you should answer as ‘yes’ or ‘no’, I'll leave it at that.  No offence taken.  It 
just seems as though your answering in this way would promote less ‘confusion’ and not more. Walt” 
—see your E-mail Saturday, September 29, 2007 12: 51 AM, Parenthesis added. 

Walt, any good teacher begins class of advanced studies by following a format constructed to 
relay information the way the teacher’s syllabus has predetermined, the teacher of righteousness, 
Elijah, the Lord’s Rod-bearing mustard seed is no different.  Anyone who has read the E-mails 
knows the answer to your question; therefore, those students who have ignored them and being 
predisposed to spiritual apathy, it must be presumed will continue to do so unless they turn from 
their rebellion.  I have been called to prepare a core of teachers to enlighten the 144,000 or to 
feed them “knowledge and understanding” —see Jer. three.  How can this be done, if the 
teachers themselves, the disciples elected by the Lord to judge Israel (Matt 19), prefer ignorance 
rather than light?  What principle would justify their promotion to such a high, heaven-honored 
status?  It may be that spoon feeding a people devoid of this knowledge and understanding, the 
144,000, requires an elementary, kindergarten approach; however, much more is expected of 
their leaders.  If you had read the E-mails you would have found the answer to the question you 
posed.  If you have rashly and hastily deleted them, then merely heed Bible counsel, do not be 
pretentious, and acknowledge your fault.  Then the MSC will be duty bound to forgive and work 
with your need of retrogression.  Although, this will require humility on your part; it must be 
understood that there is always a penalty for straying from the Lord’s counsel especially the duty 
to prove all things.  Please believe me when I tell you that I am not being cantankerous or 
difficult.  I do not want any man to receive or reject the Gospel, especially at this late hour, based 
merely upon my word.  The simple words of Derek West, devoid of proper evidence from 
constituted authorities is no different that the word of a common Joe on the street.  It will not 
measure you in the judgment.  Only the Testimony of Jesus, the spiritually-validated lessons 
which I bear, will give you a pass.  Therefore, all answers must be encased within that format.  
When the disciples asked the Lord about Elijah in Matt 17, the Lord gave them an answer which 
still confuses many.  He did not merely say yes or no.  He, using the future tense, said Elijah will 
truly come then, to make matters complex, He said Elijah has already come.  Your yearning, if 
you are honest and if you search deep within your soul, is not for a yes or no “simple answer”, it 
is for a word from the Lord.  Please quench your thirst by carefully perusing the attached 
documents 
Sincerely, 
 
Derek 
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